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Fractional integrals on spaces of homogeneous type 
VACHTANG M. KOKILASHVILI, ALOIS KUFNER 
Dedicated to the memory of Svatopluk Fučík 
A attract The paper deals with conditions on the measure ji under which the fractional 
order integral T 7 and the fractional maximal function My defined on the homogeneous 
measure space (X, p,y) are operators acting continuously between Lebesgue. LorenU and 
Orlics spaces. The weighted as well as the non-weighted case is considered. 
Keywords: fractional integral, fractional maximal function, measure space, function spa­
ces, weighted norm estimates 
Cta§nfiemHon: 42BW, 43A15, 47BM 
0. Introduction. 
In the paper one of the possible variants of an integral of fractional order on 
spaces of homogeneous type is proposed. For such integrals various estimates are 
obtained - of pointwise as well of integral character. One of the fundamental results 
is a full description of measures /t, for which the fractional order integral 
(0.1) T 7/(*) . / W * , * ) )
7 - 1 f(v)d», 0 < 7 < 1, 
Jx 
defined on the homogeneous type space (Xf p> /i) represents an operator acting con­
tinuously from L*(X,p) into I f (X, p) with q~l as p " 1 - 7, i.e., for which a result 
of the type of the well-known S.SoboJev theorem (see [1]) holds, further, some 
analogues of the well-known weight theorems of B. Muckenhoupt and R.Wheeden 
[2] and of D.Adams [3] about classical Riesz potentials are proved. 
1. Preliminaries and basic facts. 




(i) p(x, y) > 0 if and only if x a* y; 
(ii) p(x,y) =s p(y,x) for every pair of *,y € X; 
(iii) there exists a constant i\ > 0 such that for every x, y, z from X the following 
inequality holds: 
p(x, z)<ri{p(x, y) + p(y,z)}. 
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Let all balls B(x,r) = {y € X : p(x^y) < r} be /x-measurable and assume that 
the measure p fulfils the doubling condition 
0 < pB(x,2r) < cpB(x%r) < oo 
with c independent of x and r. 
A space (X, p, fi) which satisfies all conditions mentioned above is called a space 
of homogeneous type (see, e.g., [4]). 
Let w : X »-* R be positive a.e. and locally integrable. Such a function will be 
called a weight function. Denote by IrJ,(X, fi) (I < p < oo) the space of functions 
/ : X -> R for which 
(1-1) ll/lliL<x,,> = ( / x l/(*)l
F «<*) * ) * ' < <*>• 
For w s 1 we shall write Lfw(X, fi) = J7(X, ,u). Further, denote 
w(E) = / iy(a;) dp. 
JB 
In the sequel, we shall consider Lorentz spaces. For 1 < p < oo, 1 < 3 < oo 
denote 
(« Г(w{x € X : |/(*)| > Xyүťk-1 dx) 
(1-2) | | / | | f c ť ( x, l . )=< 
-Л 
for 1 < p < oo, 1 < s < oo, 
f:|/WI>A})ł/'. 
for 1 < P < 00, 5 = 00. 
supA(tф 6 X : |/(*)| > A})1/', 
Л>0 
Obviously Ig»(X,p) = I>(X,,.). 
Further, let * be a Ybunj /unction, i.e., $ : R -+ [0,oo) is an even, convex, 
coBtinuous function such that *(0) = 0, *(t) > 0 for t / 0 and lim$(t)/t = 
limt/*(t) = 0. 
I *oo 
Denote by L*(X,p) the weighted Orlicz space, i.e., the linear hull of the set 
{/:/ф(/(x))«,(-)<!>< 00} 
fX 
equipped with the (Luxemburg) norm 
(!•*) , II/IU:(X,M) = W > 0 : / *(*~7M) «(*)*- < I}-
Jx 
The Young function 
*(i)~sup( |t |s-$(*)), t € R , 
*>o 
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is the so-called complementary function (with respect to $). 
The norm 
I/IUSCX,,) = 8UP{ / /(*)*(*)** = / *(9(*))w(x)d» < 1} 
Jx Jx 
is equivalent to (1.3). 
Now, let # be a Young function satisfying the so-called A2~condition, i.e., 
$(2*) < c$(t), t € R, 
and set 
t(#) -= lim:—r log sup , , A 
A-ologA «>o $(*) 
/ ( # ) = l im : — r log s u p -;/jtv . V ' A-oologA *>o $ (* ) 
The numbers t($) and /(#) will be called the lower and upper index of $, respec-
tively. 
The monographs [5], [6] and [7] are useful references for the theory of the spaces 
mentioned above. 
Analogously to the well-known Ap classes of weight functions introduced by 
B.Muckenhoupt we consider, for 1 < p < oo, the following classes: 
1.1. Definition. The weight function w belongs to the class AP(X) for 1 < p < oo 
if 
8up(fiB(x,r))"'1 / w(y)dy> 
z€X JB(zyr) 
r>0 
. ( (»B(x, r)rl J w"l^l\y) dy) < oo 
V JB(z,r) ) 
and w belongs to A\(X) if there exists a positive constant c such that for any x € X 
and r > 0 
{liB(x, r)) ~l / w(y) dy<c ejjs inf w(y). 
JB(*,r) 9€B(z,r) 
These classes have been considered in [9] and [10] in connection with establishing 
weighted estimates for maximal functions defined on spaces of homogeneous type. 
The properties of the class AP(X) are analogous to those of the B.Muckenhoupt 
classes. In particular, if w € Ap(X)y then u? 6 Ap~g(X) for a certain sufficiently 
small e > 0 and w € APl for any p\ > p. We shall use these properties in Section 3. 
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Example. It can be easily verified that for a fixed point a € X 
(l*B(at p(at x)))
$ € A,(X) # -1 < S < p - 1, 
(pB(atp(atx)))
t € A%(X) * -1 < S < 0. 
For a locally integrable function / : X »-• ft and for 0 < fi < 1, we introduce the 
fractional maximal function 
Mfif(x)~mp(»B(xtr))
0-1 [ |/(y)|d„. 
Proposition A (see [10]). Let 1 < p < fi-\ q'1 m p~l - p. Then the following 
two conditions are equivalent: 




(ii) w € At+^X), p? « ^ . 
Proposition B (see [10]). Lei ^ = ( 1 - /3)"1. Taen the following two conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) w{x : M,(fw»)(x) > A} < cA-f (Jx \f(x)\dtf 
with a constant c independent of f and A > 0. 
(ii) w € A%(X). 
The proofs of these assertions are the same as for the case of fractional nrnxiirud 
functions defined in R*. One only has to use the properties of the class Af(X) and 
(instead of the Besicovitch covering lemma) the covering lemma from [4]. 
Finally, throughout this paper the letter c will be used to denote a positive con-
stant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
2. The non-weighted case. 
In this section we give a full description of such measures /i for which the operator 
Tj acts continuously from If(Xtfi) into L*(Xtp) with q~
l -= p"*1 — 7. First, we 
will prove a lemma stating a pointwise estimate for the function Tyf(x). Estimates 
of this type for Riesz potentials were obtained in [11], [12]. 
Denote 
0 ( x ) = - - u p - ^ ) . 
r>0 r 
2.1. Lemma. Let us assume thai Q(x) is finite p~a.e. Farther, lei 0 < A < 1,1 < 
p < A7""1. Then there exists a positive number c such that for every r > 0 and 
x€X 
(2.1) \Tyf(x)\ < c (r->M*f(x)a(x) + r^* Mx„f(x)(Sl(x))
l-xl*) . 
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PROOF : Let r > 0 be arbitrary and write TT/(x) in the form 
r-r/W- / /MW».¥))T~I * + 
JB(s,r) 
+ / /(yJW^y))7"1 dp~h+h. 
Jx\B(ztr) 
Denote 
£>*(*,r) « B(x,2~*r) \ B f x ^ - ^ r ) , ib « 0,1,2, . . . . 
Then for Ii we have the estimate 
141 < / |/(y)|Wx,y)r-1^ = 
JB(*tr) 
= £ / l/WIW'.rt)7"1*^ 
^JJDfc(*,r) 
< Dr^M^^rM^* M / W*)!*
1 * 
j ^ j flB(x,2 *r) JB(»,2-*r) 
oo 
< Cl ]^2-*
(lf-1>r^-1(2- ir)Mo/(x)n(x) < 
fc«o 
<c 2 rW 0 / (x)n(x) . 
Now let V* = B(x,2*+1r) \ B(x,2*r), ib = 0,1,2, . . . . Then estimating |/2 | we 
obtain: 
\h\< [ \f(y)M*,v)r-ldi> = 
JX\B(z,r) 
= £ / i/(v)iw*,v)r-1«./.< 
oo 










< cr^^Mx/^xXftCx)) 1 -* ! ' , 
since by our assumption we have 7 — X/p < 0. 
Now Lemma 2.1 follows immediately from these two estimates for Ii and I2. • 
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2.1. Theorem. Let the function fl(x) be finitt fi-a.t. and Itt 0 < A < 1, 1 < p < 
§,l<r<oo and±xz±-Z + 1fi. Thtn for tvtry function f € LS(x, ft) such that 
M\fpf € L
r(X, n) tht following tstimatt holds: 
(2.2) lin'-^/iu^x,,) < cIlMv^/ii^l^ii/nl;^. 
PROOF: TUring 
r(X) \M0f(x)J fi(-) 
in (2.1), we obtain that 
(2.3) (IK*))1" W ( * ) l < c(MVl>/(i))^l
A(M„/(I))
1-^lA 
for every x € X. 
Now inequality (2.2) follows if we take the q-th power in (2.3) and apply Holder's 
inequality to the right-hand side of the inequality obtained. • 
One of the fundamental results of this section and, in fact, of the paper is given 
by 
2.2. Theorem. Ltt 1 < p < 7""1, q~* *= p"1 - 7. Tht following two conditions 
art equivalent: 
(i) T7 maps continuously L
P(X> p) into Lq(X, p). 
(li) Thtrt exists a constant c > 0 such that 
(2A) fiB(x,r)<cr 
for any x € X and r > 0. 
PROOF : The implication (ii) =» (i) follows easily from Theorem 2.1 if we take 
there A = 1, r = 00. Indeed, from Holder's inequality we have 
*-./-/<«) < MUIXM 
and the remaining conclusion follows from (2.2). 
Now we show that (i) =• (ii). For an arbitrary ball B(atr) in X, take f(x) = 
XB(«,r)(*)- Then in view of (i), we have 
O L ( /B< . ,> ( ^ ) ) 7 ~S' * ) * - c(*r)),/' 
with a positive constant c independent of a and r. Since x, y € B(a, r), we have 
r7-"VB(a,r)/iB(a,r)(/iJ5r(a,r))
1/« < (/*£(a, r))1'* 
and the equality g""1 = p"1 — 7 implies (ii). 
So Theorem 2.2 is proved • • 
Using the well-known Hunt's interpolation theorem for Lorentz spaces (see, e.g., 
[6]) and the considerations from the second part of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we 
prove a more general assertion. 
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2.3. Theorem. Lei 1 < p < 7~ l f q~
l m p~l - 7 ,1 < a < 00. Then the operator 
T7 acts continuously from If*(X,fi) into L
f*(K,/i) if and only if condition (t4) is 
fulfilled. 
Moreover, it can be shown that condition (2.1) is equivalent with the continuity 
of T7 as an operator from L**(K,/i) into L
,00(K,/i). Here we shall prove only a 
particular case. 
2.4. Theorem. Let 0 < 7 < 1, q « 1/(1 - 7). I%en tnec*aiiiy f.t..f) ao&b tf *»** 
only if there is a constant c > 0 JUCA that for each f € L1(Xifs) and A > 0 
(2-5) /.{*:|r,/(x)l>A}<a-«||/||«,(X>(l). 
PROOF : Let us note that if (2.1) holds and if p = 1, A = 1, and r = co, then by 
the argument used in the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 it is possibje to 
obtain instead of (2.3) the estimate 
(2.6) . IT-r/WISc^Afo/t*))1^!!/^,^,), 
where the constant c\ is independent of i . 
Further, form inequality (2.6) and from Proposition B we derive that 
„{* : |X,/(*)| > A} < „{* : M0/(~) > c^X^m^^} <• 
<caA-«||/ | |l , (Xi |0 . 
Theorem 2.4 is proved. • 
Prom the weak inequality (2.5) we conclude with help of the interpolation theorem 
of O'Neil [13], that the following assertion holds: 
2.5. Theorem. Let (tl) hold and let q « 3 -^ . Suppose that f has a compact 
support. Then 
f 6 I(log+ L)9(Xy M) •• T 7 / € L»~
l(X,ti) forO<s<l 
and 
/°°(II{X : |T7/(*)| > A})
l^(log A)*"1 dX < 00 for 1 < s < 00. 
3. The weighted case. 
In this section we give a full description of measures for which weighted estimates 
for the fractional integral (0.1) hold, using the method of G. Welland [14]. 
We start with a lemma. 
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3.1. Lemma. For any e, 0 < c < min(7,1 — 7), there exisU a constant c« > 0 
such that for any nonnegative function <ft : X —• R and for any point x € X the 
following inequality holds: 
(3.1) T^x) < c^M^ftx)My^(X)(Q(x)y-\ 
PROOF : Let r be an arbitrary positive real number. Similarly as in the proof of 




+ / +(vM*,v)r-ld». 
For 0 < e < 7 we then have 
/ HvM^vW^dn^jrf <KvM^v)r-ldn< 
.JB(*,T) J^JD,(X,T) 
< g(2-i-»r)i,-i t *(y)dy< 




• / 4<v)dK0{x))ll-lr-')) < 
Jm*,2-ir) /B(«,a-<r) 
< cíeKJlf^^iXníx)^1-^-)). 
On the other hand, for 0 < £ < 1 - 7 we have 
/ «vM*,v)r-idr,= 
Jx\B(z,r) 
= E / «vM*,vW-ldn< 
jZLJVi(,,T) 
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Consequently, we obtained that for any e, 0 < e < min(7,1 - 7), there exists a 
constant e€ > 0 such that for every nonnegative function <f> and for any x € X and 
r > 0 we have 






in (3.2), we obtain (3.1). 
Lemma 3.1 is proved. • 
3.1. Theorem. Suppose that 1 < p < 7~1,g~1 = p"""1 - 7 and the function ft(ar) 
is finite p~a.c. Then for each w € Afi(X), 0 = 1 + p, there exists such a constant 
c > 0 that for arbitrary f from I£(X, I*) tae following inequality holds: 
(3.3) (^ IT^/^X*)!1^*))^7*"0^^)^ f < 
^c^l/WI'tiK^dxy'. 
PROOF : If w € Afi(X) then w € A^-.,(K) for sufficiently small positive 17. 
Therefore it is possible to choose c,0 < c < min(7,l - 7), in such a way that 
simultaneously w € Afit with fit = 1 + ^~-Jfc—^ and w € Afit with A = 1 + 
p ^ z f e r ^ . I f w e t a k e 
I = i-(7 + e),I = I-(7--£), 
«« P ** P 
then we obtain that w € «4i+f.,/»' *-**
w ^ ^l+f./*'-
Denoting 
we have « <• 
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and 
F2(x)- (M^(fwi){x)yl\w{x)yl**. 
FVirther, (3.1) together with Holder's inequality implies the estimate 
J \Ty(fw-')(x)\*(Q(x))^-^w(*)^ < c . J F1(x)F3(x)d»< 
. ^(Af._.(/^(_))"»/^(x)d/.y"= 
- c. (jx(My+.(fwr(x))<- w(x) d^j " • 
• (J{My-.(fw)\x))l> w(x) dx) " . 
Finally, using Proposition A we conclude that 
I T ^ ^ X ^ ) ) 1 " ! ^ ^ ) < 4fhl(x,>y 
Theorem 3.1 is proved. • 
3.2. Theorem. Assume that there exist two positivt numbtrs a% and a2 suck tkat 
for every x € X and r > 0 
(3.4) atr< pB(x, r) < a2r. 
Ifl<p<7"1, q~l asp~l — 7, tktn the intquality 
(3-5) l - W t - ' J I ^ x ^ ^ 4/l__<*_.) 
holds for any / € L^,(Xy p) with a constant c > 0 independent of f if and only if 
(3.6) w e - W - l + J-
PROOF : It is clear that the implication (3.6) => (3.5) holds if (2.4) and, a fortiori, 
(3.4) is fulfilled. The implication (3.5) ==> (3.6) follows from the pointwise inequality 
(3.T) My(fw^)(x) < ctTy(\f\w^)(x) 
and Proposition A. • 
For Riesz potentials, Theorem 3.2 is due to B. Muckenhoupt and R.L. Wheeden 
[2]. It was proved by using the above described method by G. Welland [14]. For 
anisotropic potentials an analogous problem was solved by V. Koldlashvili and M. 
G_&id-.ashvili [15] where besides (3.6), also another necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for (3.5) was found. 
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3.3. Theorem. Suppose that Q(x) is finite p-a.e. in X. Then assume that $1 
and $2 are Young functions for which the following conditions are fulfilled: 
1 < t(*-.) = p < I(*x) =. P < oo 
and 
1 < i($2) = q < J($2) = Q < oo. 
J/0 < 7 < l.q""1 « p"1 - 7,Q~1 = P"*1 - 7 anrf w € Ai+j/^ toen 
| |a^1T7(/(et,r)||L:, (X>| | ) < c\\f\\LtHXtit) 
with c independent of f and e > 0. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 3.3 since it can be derived from Theorem 3.1 in 
the same way as for anisotropic potentials in [16]. 
It is obvious how we can obtain an analogue of Theorem 3.2 for weighted Orlicz 
spaces. 
Proposition C (see [17]). Suppose that 1 < p < q < oo and v is a positive measure 
on X such that all balls are v-measurable. 
Then for the validity of the inequality 
(3.8) (J^MyfWdu^ ' <e(J \f{*)r^) ' 
with a constant c> 0 independent of / , it is necessary and sufficient that 
(3.9) vB < ctfaBf1'*-^* 
with c\ independent of the ball B. 
3.4. Theorem. Let 1 < p < q < oo. If the function ft(a?) is finite v-a.e. on X, 
then the following inequality holds 
(3.10) (^(ft(x))^-»«|T7/(x)|« d*) < c (^ \f(x)? <*,.) ' , 
with a constant c independent of f. 
PROOF : Assume that 0 < e, min(7,1 — 7). Obviously 
Now choose the number e such that also the inequality 
* 2 ~ * l - p ( 7 - e ) - P 
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is fulfilled. 
As above we put 
So we have 
px ss — and p% = — . 
Ч Ч 
i + l - L 
Pi Pг 
Using Lemma 3.1 and Holder's inequality we obtain the estimate 
/(ft(x»^-ł)«|iV/WI*«iv< 
Jx 
\>M / , \i/л < Cl (jff(AÍ7-./(*))«"l
г Л,) " • (Jx{M,+tf(,))»''**,) 
Лад^-^я-ЖA/) *< 
Hence it follows that 
0 
< Ciy HM-y-e/lliti(X,M) H-^T+*/IU«»(J->)* 
Now, taking into account the choice of the numbers q\ and $2, we conclude by 
Proposition C and the last inequality that (3.10) is valid. 
Theorem 3.4 is proved. • 
From Theorem 3.4 we deduce 
3*5. Theorem. Let 1 < p < q < 00 and let the condition ($.4) ** fulfilled. Then 
the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T7 acts continuously from V(Xyp) into L*(Xyv). 
(ii) Inequality (S.9) holds. 
For the classical Riesz potentials, Theorem 3.5 was proved by D.Adams [3]. 
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